These special grates come in 8 sections and include light fixtures. They must be bolted together at the aperture to support themselves in
the center. This support will be eliminated if the aperture is enlarged to accommodate trunk growth.

Because these half grates have no sidewalk support on their straight edges, they will constantly slip out of their round supports and
become tripping hazards. Problems such as this can be avoided by better design.
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ize the grates used across the city to simplify
streetscape maintenance and parts inventory.
• With project money, purchase an extra 20%
of the various styles of grates used on each
job and store them in a secure city site for
future use. The storing agency must develop
an inventory control system and check out new
grates to the city crews, contractors, or abutting property owners who are repairing the
broken grates. When the supply dwindles to
a certain point, new grates should be ordered.
Most city water works agencies already have
such a system for highly specialized valves and
fittings that are not readily available but might
be needed on an emergency basis.
• Buy no extra guards. Never put on replacement
guards. Remove original guards as soon as possible
before they injure trees and while you still have
room to work with hardware that has not rusted too
badly. Hide the removed guards in the junkyard!
• Have an annual budget sufficient to carry out
the grate maintenance program. Some cities
repair sidewalks without involving abutting
property owners. In this case, the budget must
cover all work. Other cities inspect sidewalks
and order abutting property owners to make
repairs per city standards at their immediate
expense. In this case, your budget must cover
inspection costs plus the costs of making grate
repairs when the abutting owner refuses to do
so. It is very important that property owners
who are used to paying for sidewalk repairs be
told up front that they are responsible for paying for grate repairs as well.
• Develop cooperation between Forestry and
Sidewalks. Forestry should learn what makes a
sidewalk unsafe. Then, while inspecting their
street trees for low limbs, defects, insects and
diseases, pruning needs, etc., Forestry can also
inspect the grates and guards using sidewalk
report forms. Forestry can mark with paint how
far the grate aperture needs to be enlarged
around specific trees. Forestry should not
charge Sidewalks for these inspections since
they are already there inspecting trees and the
extra time required is negligible. Sidewalks can
then perform the necessary repair work.
The same sort of maintenance program and funding
should be developed for any project using decorative
pavers, bricks, cobble stones, interlocking tiles, pre-cast
grate surrounds, or any other non-typical concrete sidewalk materials, especially near street trees. These materiwww.urban-forestry.com

als may pose heaving and sinking problems, thus becoming tripping hazards, more rapidly and frequently than
standard concrete sidewalks. They can also be expensive
and time-consuming to repair. Forestry, Sidewalks, and
design consultants need to collaborate closely to ensure
that decorative paving materials are installed on a firm,
durable, and tree-friendly base material.
In conclusion, there are many reasons to plant street
trees without grates and guards. However, if this is
impossible, trees and heavy metal can work together
if your city develops and funds programs to promptly
maintain both the trees and the shiny hardware that
goes with them.
Dear SMA Members:
The Executive Board has voted to increase annual dues
by $15 across the board starting in 2008. For most of
you, the professional members, this means a raise in
annual dues from $60 to $75.
While it has been several years since a dues increase,
our services to the membership have improved and our
operating costs have gone up. Your magazine, City Trees,
has been greatly enhanced under the guidance of the
Editorial Review Committee, the leadership of our editor, Michelle Buckstrup, and the artistic talents of our
designer, Chris Deis.
While we remain fiscally sound, it would be imprudent
to ignore the rising cost of doing business. The price of
postage, for example, has gone up four times since our
last dues increase.
The Executive Board follows our SMA Code of Ethics,
which instructs us to be fiscally conservative. To that end,
we attempt to make better use of cost saving measures
such as web conferences, teleconferences, and improved
website utility. Still, our expanded activities require more
resources and professional services.
I feel that this modest dues increase is timely and appropriate. Someone once said,“Dues are the rent we pay for
the space we take up in our profession.” In this case, I
agree. I welcome your thoughts.
Your servant,
Andy
Andrew J. Hillman, President
Society of Municipal Arborists
ISA Certified Municipal Specialist

CORRECTION: In the “Issues in Arboriculture” column in the July/August edition of City Trees, Jim
Urban’s recommendation of 800 cubic feet of soil for
a 12-inch-diameter tree would be accomplished by
dimensions like 40 x 10 x 2 feet, not 4 x 10 x 2 feet.
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U.S. CONFERENCE

OF

MAYORS

AND

THE HOME DEPOT FOUNDATION

Announce Winners of Second Annual Community Trees Award
LOS ANGELES, June 23, 2007 – The U.S. Conference of
Mayors and The Home Depot Foundation announced the
winners of the second annual Awards of Excellence for
Community Trees and Urban Forestry at the Conference of
Mayors 75th Annual Meeting in Los Angeles.
Grants were awarded to each mayor and their respective
city’s non-profit partner to further the goal of promoting
healthy, more stable communities through the strategic
use and management of trees in these urban areas. The
city of Philadelphia and the city of Wilmington, Delaware
won first place in the large and small city category, respectively; each city received a $75,000 grant. The runner-up
cities of Albuquerque, New Mexico (large) and Orland Park,
Illinois (small) each received a $25,000 grant. Award categories were determined by population—one category for
large cities with populations more than 100,000, and the
other for small cities with populations less than 100,000.
Information about the Award of Excellence for Community
Trees and Urban Forestry application process for 2008 will
be available in November at: www.homedepotfoundation.org.
National Winner – Large City Category
(population 100,000 or more)
City of Philadelphia / Pennsylvania Horticultural Society
As a result of a 2003 study that estimated that nearly
34,000 acres of heavy tree cover were lost in a five-county
region, Governor Ed Rendell set aside money to help bring
together potential partners to address restoring tree cover
in Southeast Pennsylvania. As a result, the Pennsylvania
Horticultural Society worked with the City of Philadelphia
to develop and launch the TreeVitalize program. In 2006,
more than 22,000 trees were planted involving 4,000
volunteers and the investment of $5.3 million for staffing,
planting, and maintenance.
National Runner-up – Large City Category
City of Albuquerque, New Mexico / Tree New Mexico
In 2006, Mayor Martin Chavez launched the Urban Forestry
Improvement Initiative committing to plant 2,000 trees per
year throughout Albuquerque, New Mexico. The initiative
focused not only on planting additional trees, but also
ensuring the integration of these trees into all City functions and planning. By hiring new personnel, dedicating
funds, and actively incorporating input from all city departments, the City’s program, in partnership with Tree New
Mexico (TNM), has planted thousands of trees, educated
countless citizens on the importance of trees, and institutionalized the role of trees into the city’s infrastructure.
National Winner – Small City Category
(population 100,000 or less)
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City of Wilmington, Delaware / Delaware Center for
Horticulture
Wilmington, Delware Mayor James Baker has been an
advocate for urban trees for decades, evidenced by his
support of the Wilmington Tree Program, a multi-faceted initiative developed in partnership with the Delaware Center
for Horticulture. The Delaware Center for Horticulture completed an online inventory of Wilmington’s urban forest in
2002, and this survey showed that the City has planted
more than 5,000 street trees in the past 20 years. Mayor
Baker and the Delaware Center for Horticulture have
worked closely to secure transportation funds, Community
Development Block Grant funding, urban and community
forestry dollars, and Community Environmental Penalty
funds to continue the support of fostering the growth of
Wilmington’s tree canopy.
National Runner-up – Small City Category
Village of Orland Park, Illinois / Openlands of Orland Park
As a bedroom community of Chicago, the village of Orland
Park continues to face the challenges of increasing
growth and development, including negative impacts on
tree canopy cover, stormwater runoff, and wildlife habitat.
Understanding the seriousness of these issues, Mayor Dan
McLaughlin started the Tree Program. Through this program, legislation was passed for a $20 million referendum
to purchase and preserve open tracts of land containing
old-growth trees, resulting in the preservation of 300 acres
and the planting of more 4,700 trees. The Tree Program
demonstrates the benefits of partnership between village
departments and diverse community stakeholders.
About The Home Depot Foundation
Since its creation in 2002, The Home Depot Foundation
has granted nearly $30 million to non-profit organizations,
supported the development of more than 40,000 affordable, healthy homes, and planted and preserved more
than one million community trees. In 2007, The Home
Depot Foundation committed to significantly increase its
financial support in these two areas by awarding $100 million in grants over the next ten years, which will result in
the development of 100,000 affordable, healthy homes for
working families and the planting and preservation of more
than three million community trees. For more information,
visit www.homedepotfoundation.org.
About the U.S. Conference of Mayors
The U.S. Conference of Mayors is the official nonpartisan
organization of cities with populations of 30,000 or more.
There are 1,139 such cities in the country today, each
represented in the Conference by its chief elected official,
the mayor.
City Trees

continued from pg. 8…

Tree #223 is the largest of all the Patriarch Trees with a diameter of 83 inches (211 cm).

A “Patriarch Tree Management Plan” was developed,
which offers the City specific information that can be
used to reduce immediate and future safety risks and
increase the service lives of these special trees. A maintenance schedule for each tree was set based on the findings from the hands-on, physical inspection. The recommendations range from immediate removal to routine
pruning and included mature tree care techniques such
as fertilization, cabling/bracing, lightning protection,
or treatment for insect and disease problems. The plan
provides recommendations for preserving the trees and
resolving conflicts due to future new construction of, or
repair to, overhead and underground utilities, signage,
pavement, and other infrastructure components.
These management efforts are justified by the calculated
values of the Mandarin Road trees. A STRATUM analysis showed annual benefits of over $111,000 for these
public trees. Using the Council of Tree and Landscape
Appraisers trunk formula evaluation, the Patriarch Trees
have a base property value of more than $612,000.
For the City, the benefits of the plan are multiple. The
first and most obvious is the understanding of the
www.urban-forestry.com

collective and individual conditions of the Patriarch
Trees. Once the condition of each of the trees was
documented and specific preservation measures were
recommended, continuity of management over time
is more easily accomplished. The plan also allows the
City to efficiently schedule work, better allocate limited
resources for maintenance and replanting, and accommodate competing interests along Mandarin Road. Trees
with historic significance put a special burden on those
charged with their care.
Although all living things have an optimal lifespan, it is
possible to extend the public service lives of mature and
historic trees using modern urban forest management
tools and practices. In the case of the two Jacksonville
historic districts, the trees are historic artifacts as surely
as the buildings they shade. Historic trees add to the
ambiance and sense of place and enhance the character
of a neighborhood. While no tree can live forever, with
proper care the lifespan of these valuable trees can be
extended. And, in the case of the trees in the Springfield
Historic District and along Mandarin Road, the extra
effort is a worthwhile and noble investment.
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GARDEN NATION: Malaysia’s Ambitious
Planting Campaign
by M. Sreetheran, D. Rotina, and Y. Noor Azlin
Photos Courtesy of Forest Research Institute Malaysia

Malaysia is not exceptional in giving

full support concerning sustainable development. However, the
Malaysian government’s commitment to preserve 50 percent
of the country’s land in forest or greenery is much more than
the average 30 percent committed by other countries. This
shows Malaysia’s concern and willingness to halt destruction of
the irreplaceable natural resources of our country. This focus
extends to greening urban areas.
Several initiatives have been taken at the national level. For
example, Jabatan Landskap Negara or the National Landscape
Department (NLD) was established on January 1, 1996. The
NLD has outlined several policies and strategies in order to
materialize the vision of making Malaysia a “Garden Nation.”
In 1997, a nation-wide tree planting campaign was launched,
aimed at making Malaysia a “Garden Nation” by the year 2005.
This campaign was carried out with a long-term target of planting three million trees by the year 2005 and 20 million trees by
the year 2020.

Historical Background

The first well-planned greening programme in Malaysia began
in the Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur in 1973 with the
establishment of the Beautification Unit under the City Hall
of Kuala Lumpur. The initial programme, called “No Roads
Without Trees,” set into motion a highly successful and sustained effort to bring greenery into the concrete jungle via extensive tree planting and landscaping. The Kuala Lumpur City
Hall started its serious urban tree planting programme with its
famous “instant tree planting” concept, in which large stem cuttings capable of rooting in place were used for planting, creating
a green city almost overnight.
This was followed in the early 1980s by a growing national
awareness of environmental issues such as air pollution, which
led to concerted attempts to green Malaysia’s urban environment, especially along footpaths and highways. In addition,
under the Fifth Malaysian Plan (1986-1990), over two million
seedlings of various tree species were supplied to schools, local
councils and government agencies, as well as the private sectors,
under the urban beautification programme.
The Landscaping the Nation programme was initiated in May
1995 by the government. It paid particular attention to tree
planting along roads and rivers, together with the establishment
of nurseries by state and local governments to ensure ample plant
supply.
In July 1995, the Department of Town and Country Planning
published National Landscape Guidelines, which serve as a reference for developing and maintaining landscaped areas, providing
standards for tree and shrub planting, tree conservation in urban
development, etc. The guidelines include details on site preparation and planting techniques for trees, palms, shrubs, ground
cover, climbers, grass, and plants in planter boxes. Appropriate
management procedures such as fertilizer application, mulching,
watering, pest and disease control, and pruning are also covered.

Senegal mahogany (Khaya senegalensis) is considered an ideal
“instant tree’’ for roadside planting in Malaysia.
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To coordinate the greening programmes in a more systematic
manner, the National Landscape Department was established
under the purview of the Ministry of Housing and Local
Government in 1996. Landscaping the Nation is a document
inspired by the former Prime Minister, Tun Dr. Mahathir
Mohamed, who wanted to build a nation that was balanced
in terms of economic, social, and environmental development.
For his enormous contributions to the promotion of landscape
architecture in Malaysia, Tun Dr. Mahathir received from
the Institute of Landscape Architects Malaysia (ILAM) the
ILAM’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
City Trees

• Developers are required to allocate minimum
10% of the total developed area for open space
• Land should be allocated for planting street
trees
• Planting stock availability should be increased
• Proper standards should be developed to set up
a landscape or tree planting area
• The whole nation should be responsible in
greening the country
• There should be a day for the nation to plant
trees
The “Garden Nation” planting campaign will be launched every
year on March 3 at the federal level, and at state level, it will be
launched throughout the month of March. Moreover, March 3
is decreed National Landscape Day in Malaysia. As part of this
campaign, the City Hall of Kuala Lumpur was also given a
mandate to plant 220,000 trees by the year 2000. To date, more
than 400,000 trees and 6 million shrubs have been planted in
Kuala Lumpur.

Native species such as this white thingan tree (Hopea odorata)
have been introduced in urban tree planting.

Tree Planting Campaign
In 1997, the Prime Minister launched a nationwide tree planting
campaign with the aim of making Malaysia a “Garden Nation”
by 2005. To achieve this aim a target was set to plant 3.5 million trees by 2005 and 20 million trees by 2020. In addition, the
government issued several mandates. Among them, as reported
by N. Ismail in the book, Managing the Garden City:

However, achieving the quantitative target is only one aspect
of the campaign. Trees planted should not be neglected or left
unattended, but should be nursed and maintained to reach
maturity and to avoid potential hazards and nuisances such as
obstructing motorists’ vision and damaging public properties.
Ideally the planting effort should be accompanied by guidelines
and standards for management and maintenance of the trees.
The NLD has already made a proposal to the central government for the establishment of an arboriculture unit to provide
technical support and monitoring for tree management and
maintenance in the country. In reality, however, the country
lacks qualified and competent arborists at various levels.

Community Involvement

Getting public support is vital to achieving the vision of a
“Garden Nation.” A notable effort to create public awareness

• Landscape components should be included in
every development project
• Agents that handle development projects are
prohibited to cut any trees—if needed, the trees
should be transplanted
• Involved agencies need to enhance their expertise in landscaping in order to provide high
quality landscapes
• More spaces should be provided for water bodies and plants in the building compounds
www.urban-forestry.com

Fig. 1: Number of trees planted in Malaysia from 2001-2005
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Tree planting activity in Sabah, Malaysia in December, 2006

Coconut trees (Cocos nucifera) serve very well as street trees in
Malaysia’s cities.

Young people getting involved in tree planting

and involvement was the attempt to set a world record in
October 2000, when 110,461 trees were planted in one minute.
This event was about more than just setting a record—it was
designed to demonstrate that public participation and commitment are crucial and need to be sustained.

town planners in Malaysia. This will foster a greater appreciation of green elements and promote research, technology, and
the professional practice of landscaping.

Public awareness was further enhanced through the Ministry
of Housing and Local Government’s National Landscape
Competition. In 2002, a total of 176 winners of state-level
competitions participated in 15 landscape categories, ranging
from residential, school and religious buildings to town/public
parks, neighbourhood parks and agricultural parks/recreational
forests.
There is still, however, an urgent need to increase the numbers
of professional landscape architects, landscape designers, and
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Overall there has been a positive move towards greening the
nation from all parties, including the public, government,
and private agencies. It is a great challenge, but achieving the
“Garden Nation” vision will create a more liveable environment
and a better quality of life in Malaysia.

Reference

1. Ismail, N. 1997. Managing the Garden City. In M.T.
Osman, M.S. Mustafa Kamal, M. Noorizan, Nordin, A.R.
& Abdul Aziz, O., eds. Ke Arah Negara Taman: Wawasan
dan Cabaran, pp.73-84. Shah Alam, Malaysia, Institut
Arkitek Landskap Malaysia (ILAM).
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You are invited to join in a unique partnership...
MFI�2008�
�

FEBRUARY�24�29,�2008��
At�the�T�BAR�M��
Conference�Center�
New�Braunfels,�Texas�
W HO A TTENDS MFI?

People who plan, manage, and
administer urban forestry programs
and who want to become more
effective leaders and managers. The
2006 and 2007 MFI classes included:
��City Foresters and Arborists
��Urban Foresters and Municipal
Arborists
��Tree Wardens
��State Urban Foresters
��Urban and Community Forestry
Program Managers

WHAT�PAST�PARTICIPANTS�
HAVE�TO�SAY�ABOUT�MFI:�
“MFI delivers on its promise to mold
leaders in urban forestry.”
- John McNeil, Oakville, ON, Canada
“The MFI experience was truly a significant learning opportunity which has
been transformational for me personally
and career-wise.”
- Dena Kirtley, Sacramento, CA, USA
“The greatest benefits of MFI comes
not from what you learn during the
week, but from how you apply what
you've learned to everyday following.
For me, MFI was about forging new
relationships, setting better goals, and
seeing things differently.”
- Ben Thompson, Olympia, WA, USA
“Find a way to be a part of this educational experience! It is the most practical
(and fun) training I have had as an urban
forester.”
- C. David Grant, Monroe, NC, USA

MFI�IS�A�PROGRAM�OF�THE�
SOCIETY�OF�MUNICIPAL�
ARBORISTS�IN�
COOPERATION�WITH�THE�
INTERNATIONAL�SOCIETY�OF�
ARBORICULTURE�

www.urban-forestry.com

The�2008�Municipal�Forester�Institute�
DO�YOU�WANT�TO�REACH�KEY��
URBAN�FORESTRY�DECISION�MAKERS?�

Does� your� company� or� organization� have� a� desire� to� reach� deep� into� a� network�
consisting�of�the�next�generation�of�urban�forestry�leaders�in�North�America?��If�so,�
please�consider�becoming�a�partner�in�the�2008�Municipal�Forester�Institute�(MFI).��
Organized�by�the�Society�of�Municipal�Arborists,�the�MFI�is�an�exciting�new,�high�
level�training�opportunity�educating�professionals�in�the�leadership�and�manage�
rial� aspects� of� urban� forest� programs.� This� week�long� intensive� educational�������
program� delivers� a� challenging� professional� growth� opportunity� for� people� with�
key�decision�making�power�in�urban�forestry�programs.�The�2008�MFI�will�be�held�
on�February�24�29,�2008�in�New�Braunfels,�Texas.�
�

WHY�BE�A�SPONSOR�AT�MFI�2008?�

As�a�sponsor,�your�company�or�organization’s�message�will�reach�a�key�network�of�
urban�forestry�professionals�from�metropolitan�and�small�cities�within�the�U.S.�and�
Canada,�including�representatives�from�city�urban�forestry�programs,�Cooperative�
Extension,� � State� Urban� Forestry� Programs,� and� non�profit� organizations.� You�
won’t�find�this�kind�of�exposure�anywhere�else�in�the�urban�forestry�profession.�
�

AVAILABLE�SPONSORSHIP��
EVENTS�(AS�OF�JULY,�2007)�
�� Monday�Reception

$��2,500�

�� Thursday�Reception $��2,500
�� Participant�Shirts�

$��2,500�

�� Keynote�Speaker

$10,000

�� Guest�Speaker

$��4,000

�� Guest�Speaker

$��7,000

�� Entertainment

$��5,000

�� Bus�Transportation

$��2,000

�� Pens/Pencils��

$��1,000

�� Lanyards

$��1,000

�� Notebooks

$��2,500

�� MFI�Pins

$��1,000

�� Plaques

$��2,500

SPONSORSHIP�BENEFITS��

Besides� the� prestige� of� being� associated�
with� this� cutting�edge� educational� training,�
MFI�sponsors�will�also�have�their�names�listed�
in� all� promotional� materials,� in� participants’�
notebooks,� and� on� signage� on�site.� � Sponsors�
who� contribute� $2500� or� more� are� invited� to�
join�us�on�site�to�be�recognized�in�person,�and�
will�receive�a�one�day�complimentary�registra�
tion,� as� well� as� one� night’s� stay� at� T�Bar�M�
Conference�Center�(total�value�$1000).���
�
All�sponsors�will�receive�a�participant�list.��
Note:� The�MFI� logo�and�date� appear�on� take�
away�items,�i.e.,�lanyards,�shirts,�pens,�pencils,�
pins.�
�

TO�SPONSOR:�

To�become�a�partner�in�the��
MFI�2008�effort,�contact�the�
Society�of�Municipal�Arborists�
at�(706)�769�7412�
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MFI�2008�

The Society of Municipal Arborists Presents the

�

FEBRUARY�24�29,�2008�
At�the�T�BAR�M��
Conference�Center�
New�Braunfels,�Texas�

2008 Municipal
�

W HO S HOULD A TTEND ?

People who plan, manage, and
administer urban forestry programs
and who want to become more
effective leaders and managers. Past
MFI classes have included:
��City Foresters and Arborists
��Urban Foresters and Municipal
Arborists
��Tree Wardens
��State Urban Foresters
��Urban and Community Forestry
Program Managers

REGISTRATION DETAILS

The all-inclusive registration fee for
MFI 2008 covers the following:
��All course materials
��Five nights hotel lodging (Sunday
through Thursday)
��All meals from Sunday dinner
through Friday lunch

Total Cost: $1499
CEUS AVAILABLE

ISA BCMA & Municipal Specialist
SAF Certified Forester
APA/AICP Certified Planner

TO�APPLY�

To�apply�for�MFI�2008,�visit�
�www.urban�forestry.com�
Registration�closes�November�1,�
2007�or�when�the�class�is�full.�
If�you�have�any�questions,�
Contact�SMA�(706)�769�7412�
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Forester
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�

Institute

DO�YOU�HAVE�WHAT�IT�TAKES�TO�MOVE�YOUR�����
URBAN�FORESTRY�PROGRAM�TO�THE�NEXT�LEVEL?�

The�Municipal�Forester�Institute�(or�MFI)�is�an�exciting�new,�high�level�training���
opportunity�educating�professionals�in�the�leadership�and�managerial�aspects�of�
urban�forestry�programs.��This�week�long�intensive�educational�program�delivers�a�
challenging�professional�growth�opportunity�to�shape�a�successful�community�tree�
care�program.��Come�learn�and�master�leadership�and�management�tools�of�pro�
gram�administration,�coalition�building,�strategic�thinking,�program�planning,�and�
public�relations�by�investing�a�week�in�your�personal�growth�and�development.��
Sign�up�now�for�MFI�2008,�to�be�held�February�24�29,�2008�in�New�Braunfels,�Texas.�
�

WHY�SHOULD�YOU�ATTEND?�

This�is�a�unique�leadership�and�professional�development�opportunity�you�won’t�
find�elsewhere.��A�team�of�dedicated�urban�forestry�professionals�from�across�
North�America�will�help�you�gain�insights�into�how�you�can�move�from�a�good�
urban�forestry�program�to�a�great�one.��You�will�have�the�opportunity�to�learn�from�
and�network�with�urban�forestry�professionals�from�large�cities�and�small�towns,�
state�and�federal�agencies,�and�non�profit�organizations.�
�

WHAT�DOES�MFI�COVER?�

The�Institute�curriculum�was�developed�by�a�team�of�urban�forestry�professionals�
and�educators�with�dozens�of�years�experience�in�leading�urban�forestry�programs�
at�the�local,�state,�federal,�and�non�profit�levels.��There�are�four�major�components�
of�the�MFI�curriculum:�
�� Developing�A�Leadership�Approach�To�Your�Position�
�� Thinking�and�Planning�Strategically�to�Advance�Urban�Forestry�Programs�
�� Working�Effectively�with�Boards,�Coalitions,�and�Non�Profit�Organizations�
�� Managing�the�Relationship�Between�People�and�Trees�
The�curriculum�is�presented�in�a�variety�of�formats�including�lectures,�multi�media�
presentations,�panel�discussions,�group�exercises,�and�real�life�scenarios.�

WHAT�PAST�PARTICIPANTS�HAVE�TO�SAY�ABOUT�MFI:�
“MFI delivers on its promise to mold leaders in urban forestry.” - John McNeil, Oakville, ON, Canada
“The MFI experience was truly a significant learning opportunity which has been transformational for me
personally and career-wise.” - Dena Kirtley, Sacramento, CA, USA
“The greatest benefits of MFI comes not from what you learn during the week, but from how you apply
what you've learned to everyday following. For me, MFI was about forging new relationships, setting better
goals, and seeing things differently.” - Ben Thompson, Olympia, WA, USA
“Find a way to be a part of this educational experience! It is the most practical (and fun) training I have had
as an urban forester.” - C. David Grant, Monroe, NC, USA
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Register Today for the 2008 Municipal Forester Institute

MFI�is�a��
program�of�
the�Society�of�
Presentations from Experienced Instructors Municipal�
Arborists,��in�
Small Group Discussions and Exercises
Dining Together - Additional Networking
cooperation�
with�the��
International��
Society�of��
Arboriculture�

�

Additional�Details�About�MFI�2008�

�

MFI�2008:�What�to�Expect�

Location�

Pre�Institute�Work�

The�2008�MFI�will�be�held�at�the�T�Bar�M�Conference�
Center�in�New�Braunfels,�Texas,�about�one�hour�north�of�
San�Antonio.�For�additional�details,�visit�the�T�Bar�M�
website�at�www.tbarm.com.��Please�note�that�you�may�
not�reserve�a�lodging�room�for�MFI�through�that�website.�

Part�of�the�MFI�experience�involves�a�module�of�readings�
and�online�discussions�that�will�be�held�during�January�
and�early�February,�2008.��If�you’re�accepted�into�MFI�
2008,�you’ll�need�a�valid�email�address�and�internet�ac�
cess�in�order�to�participate�in�this�phase�of�the�Institute.�

�

�

Travel�

Instructors�

Please�do�not�make�any�travel�arrangements�for�MFI�2008�
until�you�have�received�your�acceptance�email,�probably�
in�November�of�2007.��This�email�will�contain�travel�guid�
ance�for�you,�including�letting�you�know�about�possible�
group�transportation�arrangements.�

The�MFI�2008�instructional�staff�comes�with�decades�of�
experience�in�all�phases�of�urban�forestry,�at�the�munici�
pal,�state,�federal,�and�non�profit�levels.��A�complete�list�
of�instructors�will�be�posted�on�the�SMA�website�at�a�
later�date.�

�

�

Organizers�and�Sponsors���

MFI�Week�Schedule�

The�MFI�2008�is�a�program�of�the�Society�of�Municipal�
Arborists,�and�is�organized�in�cooperation�with�other�
groups�such�as�International�Society�of�Arboriculture�and�
the�USDA�Forest�Service�Urban�Forestry�program.��Spon�
sorship�opportunities�for�MFI�2008�are�available�by�con�
tacting�Jerri�LaHaie�at�706�769�7412.�

MFI�is�an�intensive�learning�experience.��The�event�be�
gins�on�Sunday�evening�and�continues�right�on�through�
lunch�on�Friday.��There�are�numerous�breaks�and�a�little�
free�time,�but�the�event�involves�a�pretty�demanding�
schedule.��Though�there�are�some�nice�sights�to�see�in�
Texas,�plan�to�see�them�before�or�after,�not�during�MFI.�

Online Registration Now Open at www.urban-forestry.com
www.urban-forestry.com
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Tree of Merit
Flowering Cherry (Prunus ‘Akebono’ et al)
Photos Courtesy of the Vancouver Park Board

The ‘Tai Haku’ is also known as the great
white cherry.

There remain in Japan over 200 types of village cherries.

J

apanese culture has revered the flowering cherry tree since
the 5th century, when waves of mainland immigrants brought
modern civilization to the island. The clearance of the primeval
forests allowed early-successional cherry trees to spread across
the main island of Japan. The region’s history of volcanic eruptions provided the landscape with a series of destructive and
reconstructive events that favoured the development of a broad
gene pool for these pumice- and ash-loving trees. The resulting
happenchance variety of colours, sizes, and shapes prompted a
curiosity in plant selection and breeding.
Not surprisingly, Japanese Buddhists became obsessed with the
development of trees bearing flowers of ever-increasing beauty.
Exceptional cultivated varieties were adopted as village icons.
There remain in Japan over 200 types of village cherries. Cherry
blossom time is observed in Japan by millions of people, who
line up for hanami (“flower viewing”). The celebration moves
from the south of the island to the north as the peak blossoming
drifts northward. Some North American cities have embraced
cherry blossom festivals—Washington DC was the first, after
receiving a gift of several thousand trees in 1912; San Francisco,
Brooklyn, Detroit, and Seattle have since developed popular
cherry blossom festivals. I am proud to have had a role in the
inception of the Vancouver Cherry Blossom Festival, which I
believe to be Canada’s first.
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Singers at Vancouver’s ‘Akebono’ festival

Flowering cherries do best in rich, well-drained soil, with fullsun exposure. A stiff breeze helps to reduce the severity of some
of the bacterial and fungal blights which afflict certain cultivars.
Vancouver’s moist climate has not been kind to the ‘Autumnalis’,
‘Pink Perfection’, and ‘Amanogawa’ varieties, nor to the Higan
cherries, but the ‘Akebono’, ‘Somei Yoshino’, ‘Shirofugen’, ‘Tai Haku’,
‘Shirotae’ and ‘Mikaruma Gaeshi’ have given remarkable value. The
‘Kwanzan’ struggles with blight in the moister summers, but its
complex double flowers are traffic-stoppers, and it is a mainstay of
our street tree program. However, I would have to put the ‘Akebono’
as my top pick. It is both gorgeous and pathogen resistant.
One caveat, though, with all cherry trees: if they are butt-grafted, they can develop serious surface roots. Plant them only in
well-drained soils, avoid narrow boulevards, and observe carefully which nurseries have produced good rootstock matches.
Better yet, purchase trees grown from rooted cuttings if you are
planting near sidewalks or in turfgrassed parks.
Bill Stephen, Urban Forester,
Vancouver Park Board, British Columbia
NOTE: Trees of Merit are not suitable for every climate and
site condition. Variations in regional performance will apply.
If you are using a Tree of Merit in your municipality, please
share your experience with it on the SMA Listserve.
City Trees

Carpinus betulus ‘Fastigiata’ Photo: Michelle Buckstrup

The Municipal Forester Institute
Goes to Texas in 2008...

See page 36 for details.
See You in Texas!
SOCIETY OF MUNICIPAL ARBORISTS
P.O. Box 641
Watkinsville, GA 30677
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